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Summary

The efficiency of the ratio estimator under sizestratification has been worked
out depending upon the size character when it is discrete and has also been
compared with some of the well-known sampling strategies. On comparing the
efficiencies, it has been established that the stratified ratio sampling strategy
under reference performs satisfactorily.
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1. Introduction

When information on. an ancillary character, say x, which is highly
correlated with the character of interest (j) is available, it may be used
for providing more accurate estimate of the population parameter in
question either by selecting the sample by simple random sampling and
using ratio or regression method of estimation, or by selecting the units
with probabilities proportional to their Z values. Reference in this direc
tion may be made to the papers of Hansen and Hurwitz [8], Madow [13],
Narain [14], Hartley and Rao [11], Rao, Hartley and Cochran [15],
Hanurav [9], [10], Fellegi [6], Hajek [7], Durbin [5], Vijayan [18], Singh
and Srivastava [16] etc. Alternatively, the ancillary information may be
used for stratifying the survey population. Following the pioneering work
of Dalenius [4], reference may be made to the comprehensive works of
Gochran [3] and Singh [17]. Thus, though there exists a fairly good num
ber of techniques for utilisation of the ancillary information for building
up better estimates of population parameters^ none of them is entirely
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satisfactory. Either they are based on unrealistic assumptions or the
solutions are so complicated that they can be of very little practical use
or they are too approximate. Avadhani [1] suggested an estimator under
size stratification depending on the ancillary information whether discrete
or continuous. In this paper an attempt has been made to examne the
possibility of using the classical ratio estimator under size stratification >
suggested by Avadhani [1] and comparing the resulting strategy with some
of the PPS sampling strategies.

_ 2. Notations

Let the population under study consist ofNdistinct units z= 1,2,...,
N. Set y to denote the character ofinterest and ;c the ancillary charactcr
which is highly correlated with y. Let Yi and Xi be, respectively, y and x
character values of the ith unit where it is assumed throughout in what
follows that Xi> 0 and is known for all / = 1, 2, . . . , iV.

In sample survey situations generally the population total
N

F= S 7i
j=l

or, the population mean

y= 7/iV y
is the parameter ofinterest to be estimated with the help ofa sample of
n observations.

3. Stratified Ratio Sampling Strategy Using Discrete
Ancillary Information

In practice, the jc-character may be discrete in the sense that there
existonlyA:-distinct x-values, sayX^, X^... Xu, eachoccurring Ni, JVz...
Nh times where Ni + Na + . . . + Nk = N. .

Let y and,;)c be such that the corresponding values of the units satisfy
the following structure :

Yu = ^Xi + en, j = \,2, . . . ,Ni
and i = 1,2, . . . , k

Ni
with S gfy = 0,

y=i
Ni

and S% = {Ni —1) ^ S ê\i = yX?,
where f > 0 and V> 0,

(3.1)
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Without loss of generality, we assume that /c < n as otherwise it can be
ensured by suitably pooling neighbouring j(;'s. However, in this case, pro
perties of the estima,tor such as unbiasedness, variance will be affected.
Thus, the suggested scheme is applicable only to the situations wherein

^ k < n.

3.1 Sampling Procedure'Ai

The sampling procedure proposed by Avadhani [1] when model (3.1)
holds is as follows :

k

Ai (I) Treat the k groups with N^ N^,..., Nk units where = N,

as strata.

Ai (If) Select independent samples of sizes «i, H2> • • • > where
k

S Hi = n, from these k strata by simple random sampling without
/=!

replacement.

Suppose a sample of size n units is drawn from the population by this
sampling procedure (^i). Let yi denote the sample mean of the m observa
tions from the rth stratum, i = I, 2, . . . , k. Set Wi = NijN and ysT ==

/ , k
4- S Wiyi which is the classical unbiased stratified sample estimator of the

'•=1 _
population mean, Y. The ancillary information may be utilised for
improving this estimator by the ratio/regression method of estimation. If
ycR and yss denote, respectively, the combined ratio and the separate
ratio estimators, we have the following :

Theorem 1. Under the sampling procedure'Ai\

(i) = ysR = ysT,

(̂ii) V(ycR) =-^ (2 WiXV') .
\ j=i / j=i

=nNiXt''('2,
\/=! . /

when «t

and

K

(iii) = (3.3)
j=i

wlien m = n Wf.
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Proof

(i) By virtue of (3.1), P= i?andtherefore, theestimators ycR and ysR
are ,equally _efficient as the corresponding regression estima:tors.
Also since Xi = Xi,i = 1, 2,. .., fc, it could be easily established
that

ycB = ysR = ^ST (3-4)

(ii) and (iii). It is seen from (3.4) that
a

V(yc.)=%
f = l

By virtue of (3.1), V(ycR) becomes

k

= (3.5)

Now (3.2) or (3.3) follows from (3.5) accordingas

m=nNiXf^ (NiXV* )'
or m = n Wi.

The sampling procedure 'Ai together with ycR will hereafter bedenot
ed by SiAcR) and will be known as stratified ratio sampling strategy.

4. Comparison of Efficiencies

In this section the sampling strategy S(Acr) has been compared with
Midzuno-Sen (1952) Ratio Sampling Strategy; pps sampling strategies of^
Hartley and Rao [11] and Rao, Hartley and Cochran [15] and sampling
strategy of Singh and Srivastava [16].

It has been assumed throughout in what follows that the x and y
character values of the population units satisfy the model (3.1).

If a strategy Sr is more efficient than St", in the sense that V{T') <
V(T"), we write for brevity Sr > St' and if they are equally efficient i.e.
F(T") = V{T"), we designate it by St"^ Sr.

4.1 Midzuno-Sen Ratio Sampling Strategy

Since the probability of selecting a sample of n distinct units from a
population of size N under the Midzuno-Sen procedure js

>
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where x denotes the mean of the ^-characteristic defined on the sample
" ' N '

units /i, is, in and X = N"^ S X%, it is well known that the ratio
i=\

estimator

yR = yXlx

provides an unbiased estimate of the population mean Y.
Avadhani and Srivastava [2] have shown that in large samples, the

variance of is given by *

N

V{9r) = S (7, - RXiY (N - n)lnN,
1=1

(4.1)

where R = 7/Jsr, and which is exactly the same as that of ratio estimator
under simple random sampling without replacement.

Midzuno-Sen sampling procedure together with the ratio estimator pR,
will hereafter be referred to as S (^) strategy.
Now we have the following theorem:

Theorem 2. //«,• = n xy^ j , then S(A^^r) > 'S'(T),
for all g-.> d except g —0 for which S (Acr) S ('if), provided of
course, n is sufficiently large so thai x X.

Proof. By virtue of (3.1X it is apparent that

k '

V(Jr) = y - n) S WiX?lnN, (4.2)
j=l

provided Ni and N are sufiiciently large so that (Ni — l)/(iV — 1) = Wi.
From (3.2) and (4.2), it is seen that

V (J/r) — V (ycR) = Y
- fc

S IVi
-1=1

xii' —s: jViXi"
i=l A (4.3)

> 0 for g > 0
= 0 for g- = 0

4.2 Hartley and Rao Sampling Strategy

Under the Hartley and Rao [11] sampling procedure, the Horvitz-
Thompson [12] estimator

j>Hr= S YtXinNXi
1=1

- (4.4)
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of population mean and its variance

V{yHT)= ^ Xi{X-{n-\)Xi){{YilNXi)-YYln ' (4.5)
i=l

will be designated as S{pps) sampling strategy.The comparison ofS(Acji)
and gives the following.

Theorem 3. Jn allfinitepopulations wherein the model (3.1) holds,
I k \-i

(c^ > S(fis) for all g> 0, if m= «iV, Xf ]•

Proof. By virtue of (3.1) and (4.5), we have

k , \ { kViyHT) =|y X Wi xr^J« •- |y Ŝ Wi XIJn
k

+ y ^ Wi X\lnN,
i=]

(4.6)

provided Ni and Nare sufficiently large so that {Ni —1)/(A'"— l) == Wi.
Equations (3.2) and (4.6) yield into
V iyHx) — V (jcr)

=Y[( ^Wi zr) ( Wi x?j - ^ Wi xr^Y^j«

+ s WiX9
nN ;=i

By Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality, we have

( Wi Xt') ( Wi Zr) >( Wi XI'« )
Thus,

V (yHx) — V (Jcr) > 0 for all 0.

4.3 Rao, Hartley and Cochran Sampling Strategy

If Yj, j = I, 2, ..., n denote the j;-character values of the n units
selected by the Rao, Hartley and Cochran [15] procedure, the estimator
of population niean is given by

}>RHc = ^ Yj p'j XIN Xj,
;=1

(4.7)

(4.8)
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where p'i denotes the sum of the probabilities of the units falling in jth
group. , . . r.

The variance ofyRHc is shown by these authors to be minimum when
Nj = N.i = . . . = Nn and is given by

ViyRHc) =Xm-n)l(.N-l)n} Sxi{(.niNXd-Yy (4.9)

The estimator yRHc under the selection procedure of Rao et al. along
with ViyRHc) will be termed as the RHC sampling strategy and will be
denoted by S (pp|0-

Now we have the following:

f SI3 \-l
TKeorem 4. Ifiti = hNi Xi j , then

S{cr) > S{^Fs), for allg > 0.

Proof. Since Avadhani and Srivastava [2] have shown that
S{T)>S4ps) forO<^<l

and in Theorem 2 we have shown that

S{i^R)>S{T) forg>0,

it follows that

S(^k) > S'(pw) forO<g<l.

Now using (3.1) and simplifying (4.9), we see

V(Srhc) = Ŷ (^ - «) 2 Ŵi Xfin N, (4.10)

provided Ni and iV are sufficiently large such that .(iVi - l)l(,N - 1) = Wi.
From (3.2) and (4.10), weget

ViyRBc) —V(ycR) =Co\ {X, X"-^)ln

+Y SWi Zr) (Wi Xi^ - (Wi XV^yjjN (4.11)
Now .since the second term of R.H.S. is a positive quantity as
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by Cauchy = Schwarz's inequality and the first term is positive for all
g' > 1, hence

V(yRHc) — V(yuc) > 0 for all g > 1

Thus, 5 (clO > S for all g > 0.

4.4 Singh and Srivastava Sampling Strategy

•Singh and Srivastava [16] have suggested a sampling scheme for which
the usual regression estimator is unbiased. They have also considered
another sampling scheme with an unbiased regression type estimator.
Since they have found first scheme to be more satisfactory than the other
with respect to the efficiency, we will consider the first scheme for com
paring the efficiency ofthe scheme given in Section 3.

Under the sampling scheme I ofSingh and Srivastava [16] the probabi
lity of selecting a sample s is

Ps = sllOSl .

where (xr - S)^ = 1)"^

n _ N
X = S jcr, Z = S X,

r=l i=l

Under this sampling scheme, all samples should have non-zero
Further, these authors have shown that for a large population, the

n

variance of the estimator j>s = j> + ^(•X' — where y= n^^^yr and

b = in~- 1)-^ S y,{Xr - x)lsl is given by
'•=1 '

TO =(«-^ +«-») (1 - P') )
Here, [ips is the ;j^th central moment ofrandom variables x and y.

Singh and. Srivastava sampling scheme together with the regression esti
mator ys will hereafter be referred to as sampling strate^. , ;

Theorem 5. For large populations, with m=nNi Jc?'* ^

4
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S(c],)<S(Sa) (ors=0
and

S{i',)>S(Say toiiXt
®-4,>r>P'

k t ( k
Here, Ax = S Wi • 4" - S Wi :<«/» •.

j=l \/=l /J

Proof. Simplifying (4.12), using(3.1) and neglecting terms of order
it is seen that

k

1
n ;=i

Further for large iV;

ViycR) =i -J (
A comparison of (4.13) and (4.14) yields

k

V " 3'F(j)5) S WiXl-^ (4.13)

(4.14)

V{ys)-V{ycR)=^^^ "f
(4.15)

From (4.15), it is obvious that

V(ys) < ViycB), foig=0

and

FOP® <) ViycR) forg >0,

iff

YS Wi\4'*-( S WiX<ii^ )} > P'
,=i \j=i n

This proves the theorem.
It is worth mentioning at this stage that the results obtainedon the

comparisons of various sampling strategies are model-based and hold
whenthe population satisfies the finite population model. Further, these
results will be identical to those obtained under its equivalent super-
population model.
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